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The issue of the OSALL Newsletter has many interesting articles, for you to
enjoy over the festive season.

Jules Winterton who visited South Africa
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_________________

recently wrote an article on "Legal Information on the Web – can we trust the
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official version?" Merle Ruff gives us an overview of Southern African Legal

primary legal materials (legislation, treaties and decisions of courts and
tribunals) of 16 Southern and Eastern African countries. This issue contains
the first of a two part article, titled "Past chairs of the OSALL Committee". I
would like to thank all the OSALL Chairs for the help and contributions.
Mary Bruce encourages us all to weave a web of perception using Web 2.0
and social networking in her regular column, "Dotting the i and crossing the
t". Nico Ferreira lists the recent articles and books that of interest to us all,
which is a valuable part of our newsletter.
The committee wishes all our readers a very festive wind-down and happy
New Year.
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The past year was once again an exciting one for OSALL.

We have

reinstated the electronic database of all members which was 2 years out of
date and it is now up and running. We launched our new web domain name
and listserv at the first meeting of 2007. Michael Botha of MACC did a
practical workshop on 8 May dealing with using your Outlook tools
extensively.

I attended the BIALL conference in Sheffield England. At the

annual AGM we shared some of SAFLii’s experiences of collecting judgment
from all over Southern Africa, and making them available on their website.
We ended the OSALL year with a wonderful hat party at the new offices of
Legal Library Services.

ORGANISASIE VAN SUID-AFRIKAANSE REGSBIBLIOTEKE • ORGANIZATION OF SOUTH AFRICAN LAW LIBRARIES • UMKHANDLU WASE NINGIZIMU AFRIKA
WEMIT APO YEZINCWADI ZOMTHETHO • MOGKATLO WA LAEBORARI TSA MOLAO WA AFRIKA BORWA • UMBUTHO WAMATHALA EENCWADI ZOMTHETHO
ASEMZANTSI • INHLANGANO YEMALAYIBRALI YEMTSETFO YENINGIZIMU NE-AFRIKA • MOKGATLO WA DI LAEBORARI TSA MOLAO TSA AFRIKA BORWA •
NHLANGANO WA TILAYIBURARI TA NAWU TA AFRIKA DZONGA • MOKGATLO WA MAKGOBAPUKU A MOLAO A AFRIKA BORWA • NDANGULO YA LAYIBURARI DZA
MULAYO DZA AFURIKA • IHLANGANO YAMABULUNGELO WEENCWADI ZOMTHETHO YESEWULA AFRICA
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The OSALL committee wants to thank all the members

about the AALL initiative in 2006 to survey which states,

for their participation and commitment during the past

if any, had adopted web versions of primary legal

year. Have a wonderful holiday period and we see you in

resources as official and whether the information could

2008 with a very exciting program.

be authenticated. Richard spent part of his Fellowship in

Salome Vranas

London writing up that survey.

The State-by-state Report on Authentication of Online
LEGAL INFORMATION ON THE WEB – CAN WE

Legal Resources appeared in March 2007 and is
available

TRUST THE OFFICIAL VERSION?

at

http://www.aallnet.org/aallwash/authen_rprt/AuthenFinal
Report.pdf.

Introduction
Legal Information on the Web – can we trust the official
version? Information put on the web by government,
legislatures, the courts – how official is it, how reliable is
it, how authentic is it? How can we establish this? How

The Association, the Report’s editors Mary Alice Baish
and Richard Matthews, and the past presidents of AALL
who initiated and carried through the work, Claire
Germain and Sally Holterhoff deserve great praise for
tackling these issues.

can we help improve it? Are there lessons for us all?

Our professional values as law librarians include a role in
equitable and permanent access to legal information.
Changes in the way legal information is recorded,
authenticated and disseminated have a significant impact
on permanent public access to accurate official primary
legal information. Law librarians with their professional
skills and their experience of legal researchers need to
participate actively with governments to develop and
implement processes ensuring that laws are freely and

Key Findings
The Survey found that

in the USA

are

discontinuing print official resources and substituting
online sources. The driving force is to save money on
print and distribution but also to meet the desire of
citizens for better access to the law. Significant numbers
of online legal resources are now deemed official
although there is a lack of clarity on the exact status of
some resources. Online legal resources are increasingly
the

accurately available now and in the future.

States

sole

official

published

source

but

none

is

authenticated. The disappearance of print official legal
resources

US Survey on Authentication
The American Association of Law Libraries (AALL)
through its Access to Electronic Legal Information

an

authentic

online

substitute

threatens trustworthiness of the resources. The Survey
found that States have little understanding of the need by
all levels of government to ensure full e-life cycle

Committee
(http://www.aallnet.org/committee/aelic/index.html)

is

concerned to assist courts and government agencies to
improve the delivery of legal information to the public via
the Internet. Law librarian and lawyer, Richard Matthews,
Visiting Fellow in Law Librarianship at the Institute of
Advanced

without

Legal

Studies

in

2006/2007

gave

a

presentation to a packed audience there, ‘When is Law
on the Web the “Official” Published Source?’. We heard

management of their online information resources,
including authentication, preservation and permanent
public access (PPA). Without secure authentication
procedures errors could be made and perpetuated and
information could even be changed. Without secure
archival procedures, information is at risk and older
information may not be available when needed in the
future.
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‘Losing the Law’

• Official Status. If an electronic version of legal

A Summit meeting convened by AALL on ‘Authentic

information is official, it should be designated as such by

Legal Information in the Digital Age’ in April 2007 brought

statute or rule and should have a certification mark to

together librarians, judges, legislators, digital security

show it corresponds with the version approved by the

experts, law professors and others to discuss the findings

content originator. If an electronic version is not official,

of the Report. Its agenda and some of the papers can be

the official version should be named and user informed

found at http://www.aallnet.org/summit/default.asp.

how to obtain it.
• Reliability. Information published on official

One of the highlights of the conference was the speech

government web sites must be trustworthy and reliable,

pointing out the increasing dangers of the present

therefore official status requires authentication

situation by Bob Berring (‘Losing the law: a call to arms’,

procedures and appropriate safeguards for integrity. This

10

means sufficient information to enable users to assess

Green

Bag

2d

pages

279-282

and

at

http://www.aallnet.org/summit/GreenBag-

accuracy and currency and includes encryption, digital

LosingtheLaw.pdf), “…there is trouble in River City my

signatures, public key infrastructure (PKI), and ‘chain of

friends, big trouble. I can see the snowball poised at the

custody’ information. Persistent URLs (PURLS) should

top of the mountain and it is beginning to roll down the

be provided.

slope. As it descends and gets larger, stopping it will be

• Comprehensiveness. Information published on

expensive and messy and will involve no small amount of

government web sites should be comprehensive, in full

tooth-gnashing. So we must stop it now. … It is time to

text or contain instructions to obtain full text. Information

save the legal information system. …if we leap to digital

should be complete; statutory and regulatory sites should

information without providing a reliable infrastructure that

include all provisions in force. Omissions should be

authenticates and preserves it, we will be making a huge

clearly stated.

mistake.”

• Preservation. Information on government web sites
must be preserved by the entity within government

Principles and Core Values

charged with preservation of other government

AALL aims to enhance public access to the sources of

information. Government must ensure continued access

law by developing and promoting best practices. It

to legal information. Archives must be comprehensive,

adopted a statement on ‘Core Values Concerning Public

including supplements. Snapshots of the complete

Information

underlying database content of dynamic sites should be

on

Government

Web

Sites’

(http://www.aallnet.org/committee/aelic/AELIC_Core_Val

taken regularly. Governments must plan effective

ues.pdf) in March 2007. The goal is that online legal

methods and procedures to migrate information to newer

resources will be as trustworthy as print. The statement

technologies.

outlines five core values which are guidelines for
government agencies to follow.

Governments make enormous amounts of information

• Accessibility. Information on government web sites

available to the public via the Internet but most fail to

must be accessible to all people without charge, must

manage the entire lifecycle of electronic information from

conform to disability accessible guidelines, contain

creation to preservation, ensuring permanent public

explanatory material, easy navigation, be searchable,

access throughout. There is growing awareness of the

and take into account user languages.

challenge but it is difficult for government structures to
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identify the boundaries of responsibility between official

Angola - Botswana - Kenya - Lesotho - Madagascar -

archives, national libraries, and content originators in

Malawi – Mauritius - Mozambique – Namibia - Seychelles

government. Integration of the collection, cataloguing and

- South Africa – Swaziland -Tanzania – Uganda –

storage of web-published materials into everyday work

Zambia - Zimbabwe

flows and processes must begin soon.
Free Access to Law initiatives in Southern Africa:
Law faculties at several South African universities have

Wider Responsibilities
As you will have realised, these principles apply not only
to official information on the Internet but to information in
our own organisations. In the past information creators
relied on others for publication and distribution and on
libraries or archives for retrieval and preservation. Now
the information creator has a continuing responsibility. Do
we pass the test on life-cycle management, storage,
retrieval, preservation, and permanent access?

provided free access to case law and court information
on their websites for the past decade. More recently, the
Constitutional Court Virtual Library Project hosted at
http://www.constitutionalcourt.org.za provided integrated
access to case law from the Constitutional Court,
Supreme Court of Appeal and recent cases from the
South African superior courts. In 2005, the project was
extended to include judgments from other courts in
Eastern and Southern Africa. It was recommended that

[The talk included discussion of the UK Statute Law
Database http://www.statutelaw.gov.uk, the adequacy of
publication of EU legislation and UK government
initiatives in digital archiving. Presentation and references
are available at http://sas-space.sas.ac.uk/dspace/]

SAFLII which had previously been operating on a small
scale at the Law Faculty of the University of the
Witwatersrand under the auspices of the Australasian
Institute of Legal Information (Austlii), be re-established
as an independent organization that would serve the
entire Eastern and Southern African region.

Articles written by: JULES WINTERTON
Librarian and Associate Director, Institute of Advanced
Legal

Studies

and

President

of

the

International

Association of Law Libraries
Jules.Winterton@sas.ac.uk

The SAFLII project has been endorsed by the Southern
African Judges Commission (The Commission). The
Commission is an initiative of the Chief Justices of the
above-mentioned
countries.

*****

SAFLII

Southern
is

a

and

significant

Eastern
partner

African
in

the

Commission’s goal to establish a website of judgments of

Southern African Legal Information Institute (SAFLII)

the highest courts in the region and to encourage the

Free and Open Access to Law

dissemination of judgments of the Superior Courts

The Southern African Legal Information Institute (SAFLII)

through the effective use of information technology.

provides free and open access to both primary (case law
and legislation) and secondary legal information via the

Rebirth of SAFLII

Internet. Open access legal information is digital, online,

By the end of 2006, SAFLII had hired its core staff

free of charge and free of licensing and copyright

members, the open source software developed by

restriction. SAFLII collects materials from the following

AustLII as well as existing data was transferred to the

Eastern and Southern African countries:

servers in Johannesburg. SAFLII took over the loading of
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data. SAFLII’s data is currently being backed up on

legislation cited will be available as legislation becomes

servers in Australia.

available. Browsing by specific Court is also available

As a signatory to the Montreal Declaration on Free
Access to Law at

Endorsement by the Chief Justices in the region results
in the material (in most countries) being received directly
from the Courts. Ideally, SAFLII aims to receive cases in

http://www.worldlii.org/worldlii/declaration ,

an electronic format. However in many regions and for
SAFLII partners the global network of Legal Information

historical material, cases are only available in Hard Copy.

Institutes. The Montreal Declaration states that all Legal

In such instances the material is scanned and an

Information Institutes agree “to promote and support free

authentic copy made available in PDF. SAFLII has

access to public legal information throughout the world

embarked on a number of scanning projects to digitize

principally via the Internet”

historical material.

Current Content Collection and Accessibility

Medium Neutral Citation:
The Medium Neutral Citation (MNC) is a case citation

Currently (end October 2007), the SAFLII website at
http://www.saflii.org hosts 7000 judgments from 45
Superior Courts in 11 jurisdictions in Eastern and
Southern Africa. Detailed coverage is available per
jurisdiction from the SAFLII Home Page. Out of the
above total, 4000 judgments from South African Courts
covering the Constitutional Court (since 1994); the
Supreme Court of Appeal (since1998) and 16 Superior
and Specialised Courts (since 2005) and the South
African Law Commission reports are available.

The

standard adopted by all Legal Information Institutes. It
has been developed to cite judgments irrespective of the
publishing medium. It allows for a citation to be
immediately applied as soon as judgments are handed
down. An example of an MNC from the Supreme Court of
Namibia is

Stipp and Another v Shade Centre and

Others (SA 29/2006) [2007] NASC 2 (18 October 2007).
MNC is an approved means of citations in a Court of law.
For

a

list

of

MNCs

used

in

the

region

see

http://www.saflii.org/help

website also includes a collection of links to free legal
information sources on the Internet categorised by
jurisdiction. A comprehensive collection of Uganda
legislation is to be published shortly

Significance for legal systems in the Southern and
Eastern African region:
Access to the legal information provided free of charge
via the Internet

means that the courts (judges,

SAFLII’s aim is to become the preferred provider of

magistrates, prosecutors, and law clerks), governmental

integrated free online primary legal materials. Boolean

institutions,

searches are available to search the full Text of cases

practitioners, law students and the public all have equal

from a specific Court or simultaneously across several

access to the laws in the region. SAFLII also hopes in

Courts using a single search statement so that users can

time that providing free access to statutes and case law

perform comparative analysis. Users can read the full

will significantly contribute to a better establishment of

text of a judgment and click on hyperlinks to the full text

the rule of law and an overall consolidation of national

of cases cited within the judgment - a critical factor in

legal institutions in our region.

optimizing the value of online legal material. Links to

legal

researchers,

librarians,

legal
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encourages

you

to

visit

our

website

at

OSALL to follow in the future. During her term of office

http://www.saflii.org

the status of law librarians in SA was much enhanced.

We welcome your comments and suggestions. Please

She was the librarian of Werksmans Attorneys at the

email or call us at:

time.

data@saflii.org.za

Article written by: Lynette Davis

+2711 339 3697
Article written by: MERLE RUFF
Southern African Legal Information Institute
Lynette Davis

ruff@concourt.org.za

LYNETTE DAVIS became the interim chairman from
22/12/1979 until mid 1979, after the resignation of Hildred

******
Article on Past Chairs of OSALL Committee –

Hadassin. After elections in mid 1979 Lynette held office

Part 1 of 2.

of the chairman from mid 1979 to mid 1980 to mid 1982,
mid 1986 to mid 1988; mid 1988 to mid 1990; and mid

Hildred Hadassin

14/11/1976 to 22/2/1979

1992 to mid 1994.

During these stints, she was the

Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee

librarian of Hyman, Godfrey and Sanderson (now

Lynette Davis

Bowman Gilfillan Inc.); she lectured in the Department of

22/2/1979 to mid 1979

Interim Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee

Librarianship and Information Science at the University of

Lynette Davis

Mid 1979 to mid 1980

Witwatersrand; and then became the chief librarian of the

Mid 1980 to mid 1982

Johannesburg Bar Library.

Jeannie Van Wyk

Mid 1982 to mid 1984

activities of OSALL ensured that the collegiality of law

Sandra Sapire

Mid 1984 to mid 1986

library personnel grew and their skills were enhance. A

Lynette Davis

Mid 1986 to mid 1988

beneficial feature of the legal and library scene was the

Mid 1988 to mid 1990

development of electronic communications and improved

Daphne Burger

Mid 1990 to mid 1992

access to legal information. OSALL held a great many

Lynette Davis

Mid 1992 to mid 1994

worthwhile functions and one could expect anything to

Mary-Rose Russel

Mid 1994 to mid 1996

happen. Lynette remembers a particular panel meeting

Ruth Ward

Mid 1996 to mid 1998

with three speakers. One of the lecturers fell asleep at

Lucy Graham

Mid 1998 to mid 2000

the top table. Lynette pondered whether she should give

Elizabeth Bourne

Mid 2000 to mid 2002

him a gentle nudge. Fortunately he did open his eyes

Danielle Botha

Mid 2002 to mid 2004

and give himself and shake just before he was due to

Mid 2004 to mid 2006

speak.

Over those years the

Hildred Hadassin
Hildred Hadassin was the chairman of the original Ad

Jeannie Van Wyk

Hoc Committee, approved on the 4 July 1976.

She

Jeannie Van Wyk was chairman from mid 1982-mid

continued to lead the organisation until 22 February 1979

1984. The OSALL membership and newsletter fee was

when she resigned due to her legal studies and other

R5 and R3 per annum respectively. One of the most

commitments. She put in endless hours of effort behind

important events that she undertook was the Conference

the scenes in establishing a structure and pattern for

on Southern African Legal Sources and Materials held at
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the University of Bophuthatswana in Mmabatho, from 14-

information consultancy practice. Lexinfo was registered

16 March 1984. It was joint effort by OSALL and the

as a close corporation in 1990 and three staff members

University.

The main purpose was to address the

were appointed to help with the workload that grew by

problems, experienced at that time (during the height of

word of mouth among the small law firms who were not

apartheid), of one trying to find which law applied in

interested in employing a librarian even on a part-time

which part of South Africa. There were no sources to

basis.

assist legal practitioners in finding which law applied in

A contribution she made as Chair was in the Social

Bop, Ciskei, Transkei and all the other self governing and

Responsibility sphere. The Committee was persuaded to

independent states throughout South Africa.

Paula

award a sum of money annually to be spent on books for

Loynes served as the OSALL secretary at this time.

a deserving cause. The law clinic in Alexandra was one

Paulo and Jeannie drove up to the University on many

on the recipients of this award.

occasions to make the necessary arrangements for the

The early 1990s was of course a time when constitutional

conference. It must have been quite a road trip, except

law became of increasing importance, and the jurists

the one evening when Jeannie was given a speeding

began to look beyond the borders of South Africa for

fine. Jeannie recalls it was a very successful conference.

persuasive precedent. This was an exciting challenge for

Jeannie praises Paula Loynes unique efforts as an

law librarians. It was also a time when the internet

OSALL secretary. Paula had created a great system for

descended upon us and our working lives were never to

tracing the laws, regulations applicable all over SA. Paula

be the same again

Loynes was contacted frequently for help in this regard.

At the time OSALL did a lot of mentoring (before that
became a buzzword) both to new entrants to the law

Many meetings were organized per year, even legal

librarian ranks as well as running courses to explain the

quizzes. Jeannie also attended the South

African

law and legal materials to librarians who were not in law

Institute for Librarianship and Information Science

libraries as such but who had such things in their

(SAILIS) conference on the 19-23 September 1983 and

collections. Daphne lived in Pretoria and did a lot of

presented papers during the OSALL session.

travelling to Johannesburg to attend very interesting

Jeannie mentioned the dedication and enthusiasm of all

OSALL meetings. OSALL also held meetings at the then

the OSALL chairs, committee and ordinary members.

SAILIS conferences to include law librarians from other

They were committed to attend whatever meetings that

parts of the country.

they could and always gave their very best to the

Daphne involvement with OSALL was curtailed when she

organization.

moved back to Cape Town at the end of 1995. She then

She mentioned Lynette Davis, Hildred

Hadassin, Cillah, Sandy and many more.

became the Western Cape representative on the

Jeannie is proud of OSALL’s accomplishments through

committee for a number of years before the committee

the years and is happy that it is still going so strong.

decided they did not want an autonomous group calling
themselves OSALL Western Cape.

Daphne Burger

OSALL became much more active in this part of the

Daphne Burger served as OSALL chair from mid 1990

country

to mid 1992. She completed her MBibl at the University

organised and we have maintained good contacts

of Pretoria in 1987. She worked as a freelance librarian

amongst those in the profession in Cape Town.

and

eventually

developed

the

business

into

an

as

there

were

some

excellent

meetings
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GREAT CHOCOLATE MOUSSE RECIPE

Elizabeth Bourne
Elizabeth Bourne was chairman from mid 2000 to mid
2002. There were two SLIS/OSALL/SAOUG
conferences: October 2000 at the CSIR : ‘Lead, Follow or
get left behind’ (Technology, ethics, marketing) and June

1 big packet marshmallows
2 tins Ideal milk cold
3 large slabs chocolate sliced or grated (nice to use top
deck and 1 albany – can also use aero)

2002 : ‘The rhythm of change’ (e-Virtual library; e-Law

Pour marshmallows into microwave bowl. Put chocolate

online; e-Techspeak)

over marshies, pour over the Ideal milk. Microwave on

Ria Greaves attended the BIALL Cork conference in

high for about 3 ½ min (until marshies rise and choc is

2001 and Elizabeth was invited to go to Liverpool in

melted). Take out and use electric beater and whip all

2002.

together. Pour into individual bowls and put in fridge to

The theme was IT and the scene was The

set.

Beetles, including a ‘Beetles Tour’.
th

OSALL’s 25 birthday was celebrated with a party hosted
st

Contribution by: Danielle Botha

by Deneys Reitz on 31 July 2001 and Judge Zulman as

Brink Cohen Le Roux Inc.

the Guest speaker. A salary survey was done in 2000

dbotha@bclr.com

and 2002.
Some notable meetings included ‘The super searcher :
focus

on

the

web’,

October

2001

(a

joint

SLIS/OSALL/SAOUG initiative) with the USA virtual
librarian Mary-Ellen Bates as speaker. Other meetings
covered such topics as Competition law; the SABS; The
experiences of a law librarian in NZ, Canada and Oman
(Suzanne Blankenberg) and a law librarians’ interactive
workshop.
Elizabeth remembers that the OSALL committee was
very hard working and dedicated to the organisation,
however that also enjoy themselves.

The post of Past-

Chair was held by Lucy Graham and the Vice-Chair was
Sheryl Luthuli.

Lydia Craemer ran the Listserv, which

was apparently 5 years old in 2002 – this means that the
listserv is ten years old this year?
The newsletter had several editors including Olwyn
Garatt and Danielle Heij. To finish off on the all-important

QUOTES FUNNIES AND MORE …….
Can you cry under water ?
How important does a person have to be before they
are considered assassinated instead of just murdered ?
How is it that we put man on the moon before we
figured out it would be a good idea to put wheels on
luggage ?
Why is it that people say they "slept like a baby" when
babies wake up like every two hours ?
Why do people pay to go up tall buildings and then
put money in binoculars to look at things on the ground ?
Why do doctors leave the room while you change?
They're going to see you naked anyway.
Did you ever notice that when you blow in a dog's
face, he gets mad at you, but when you take him for a car
ride, he sticks his head out the window ?

subject of money, the OSALL Treasury was manned by
Joan Laithwaite (who sadly died of cancer) and then
Selma Savitz.

Just for the record, an institutional

Contribution by: Salome Vranas
salomev@mweb.co.za

subscription cost R 80 in 2000-2001 and a personal
subscription R 40.

DOTTING THE i AND CROSSING THE t
********

Using Web 2.0 and social networking to weave a web
of perception
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After spending more than two years with our noses
pressed up against the sweetshop window, the time has
come to conquer the pane, walk inside and start tasting
the chocolate.
But firstly, a quick explanation of the context in which this
article refers to Web 2.0 and social networking.
There is an abundance of online definitions of these
terms; I have chosen three that best describe the way in
which this column suggests we harness their potential.
Web 2.0
“a term introduced in 2004 to characterize design
patterns in a constellation of new generation Web
applications which may provide an infrastructure for more
dynamic user participation, social interaction and
collaborationwww.csa.com/discoveryguides/scholarship/gloss.php
“a perceived second generation of web-based
communities and hosted services - such as socialnetworking sites, wikis, and folksonomies - which aim to
facilitate creativity, collaboration, and sharing between
users” –
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_2.0
Social networking
”A social network service focuses on the building and
verifying of online social networks for communities of
people who share interests and activities, or who are
interested in exploring the interests and activities of
others, and which necessitates the use of software. Most
social network services are primarily web based and
provide a collection of various ways for users to interact,
such as chat, messaging, email, video, voice chat, file
sharing, blogging, discussion groups, and so on”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_network_service
The advent of Web 2.0 has permanently changed the
profile of the Web as we have known it over the last
decade, with the biggest impact still ahead. David
Wallace in 5 ways small business can benefit from social
media/networking sites
(http://www.searchengineguide.com/david-wallace/5ways-small-business-can-benef-t-from-s.php) notes that
“it probably won’t be too long before every site has some
sort of social media or networking aspect built into it”.
Most of our employers are already well aware of the
benefits of having a dynamic online presence in the form
of a company website. The prestige of the company is
enhanced, communication is improved and clients’
expectations of being able to access much, if not all, the
information they need over the Internet are met. One of
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the remaining pitfalls with this type of resource is that the
maintenance is often outsourced, resulting in delays in
updating material.
This is a massive drawback when it comes to the legal
information sector as much of the value of the
documentation we either require or wish to disseminate
depends on it being current.
How much time do we spend trying to convince
colleagues and/or clients of the value of the service we
offer? They often miss the point simply because of a lack
of exposure to the benefits. Now we have an excellent
bargaining chip that has the ability to allow us to update
information from minute to minute, if we so wish, at no
cost. Not only that, we could be in a position to facilitate
the development of common-interest groups within our
organisation, be they work-related or incidental interests.
Many of us have been introduced to social networking
sites such as MySpace and Facebook, if not directly, at
least through our teenagers or by hearsay. One’s first
perception is most likely to be that these are purely social
and recreational utilities. However, small businesses are
making full use of the networking aspect to create and
develop business contacts, to market products and to
enhance their profiles. David Wallace, referred to earlier
in this article, describes this as “taking advantage of
social media to bring further attention to products,
services, company news or even put a personal face on
the company”.
We generally expend a fair amount of effort trying to
make our clients feel comfortable about utilising our
information resources and encouraging them to interact,
ask questions and give us feedback. Is there any reason
why this shouldn’t be accomplished just as effectively in a
virtual environment? The value of comments,
suggestions or reviews to our internal community is in no
way diminished because a particular client is unable to
share them in person. Why should they not be made
available to all other interested clients and colleagues in
a virtual environment like a blog or social networking
forum?
The value of social networking is that it personalises
whatever cause it is advancing and the relative
informality of this approach is likely to attract a growing
group of active online supporters for our individual
organisations. In fact, it is frequently easier to comment
via electronic media than face to face.
A point that is frequently drawn to the attention of SMEs
when considering this type of venture, is that one should
aim to be very visible in search results, not being content
with just one mention in the first page of results. Try
entering a company name in Google and quickly analyse
the first ten results. How many of these are for the same
company? Google searches the traditional web, blogs
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and many other spheres of the Web. Although a
company may have purchased the rights to a particular
domain (eg ourcompany.co.za), consider the advantages
of
also
having
(free)
rights
to
http://ourcompany/blogspot.com,
and
an
active
www.myspace.com/ourcompany
community in Facebook, just as examples. It is
immediately obvious that single searches for the
company name are going to return a lot more results for
the same entity, hopefully focusing on different aspects of
the company.

communities (why)?”. Jan Henrik Hansen’s contribution
sums it up : “Obvious answer is "yes because our users
do!". The Internet changed the library world 15 years ago.
The knowledge base in peoples lives is no longer a
building placed around a school or a university. It
became virtual with the Internet - encyclopedias went to
the study and living rooms of our users and escaped from
the library shelves. We have to go the same way. In first
hand to explore and learn. Next to make a better library futuristic and virtual or not... well! And I must admit places like Facebook is quite fun!”

If one’s employer is agreeable to the company’s library or
knowledge centre developing a profile on at least one of
these platforms, there is no reason reciprocal links could
not be set up to facilitate browsing between the
company’s ‘main’ website and the less formal face/s of
other department/s.

One of the keys to hosting a vibrant virtual library is
having a definite game plan but being prepared to adapt
when necessary.

Have you noticed how news sites link to the blogs of their
regular columnists? Just as columnists are able to
immediately update the section of the web resource for
which they are responsible, so too could those
responsible for a firm’s information resources.
The profile could introduce readers’ to the available
facilities and services, and include photos, videoclips and
other interactive media. One of the characteristic features
of this type of site, even those set up using a
preconfigured template, is the flexibility of the layout. If a
videoclip seems overly ambitious to start with (apart from
the not-broad-enough-band challenge), a static image
accompanied by a brief introduction, placed prominently
on the page, would more than suffice.
As an example, have a look at the Copenhagen
University
Library’s
Facebook
entry
(http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=5795493107).

The layout is simple and offers numerous links, from
online discussions to news items. In fact, the discussion
that is current at the time of writing this column, is
remarkably pertinent : “Should libraries “do” virtual

Why not experiment by encouraging the more
adventurous of your clients to submit a book review or
two for the benefit of others? (Just remember to allow
comments if you decide to use a blog).
Another possible application would be to ask members of
your organisation to contribute a link to an interesting
news item when they arrive at the office. It’s very likely
that attorneys engaged in a particular matter would be
aware of related items and it would take a minute or two
to add these to the interactive site. This kind of pooled
resource would be an up-to-the-minute newsletter
customised to the interests of your community.
We are approaching what may be a quieter time of year
for some of us. Employers willing, why not use this period
to set up a resource with which to impress your clients on
their return in the new year? Please let us have feedback
on your project/s for inclusion in the next issue of the
OSALL newsletter.
To end, a few links to some destinations in Facebook that
may interest you as a starting point :
Librarians and Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=2210901334
Library 2.0 Interest Group
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=2212848798
Libraries and Librarians
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=2211751615
Mini Library : (Mini searchbox of The European Library,
central access point to Europe's national libraries)
http://www.facebook.com/apps/application.php?id=18231
741224&ref=s
Nellmapius Primary School Library
Project,Mamelodi
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=2305964867.
Bookshare (list your favourite books, show off what
you're currently reading, write book reviews and rate your
friends' libraries)
http://www.facebook.com/apps/application.php?id=23959
52879&ref=s
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Mary Bruce
Opinions expressed in this column are my own and not
necessarily those of my employer
______________________________________
Please send suggestions and contributions for future
columns to mary@lawsoc.co.za and/or
SharonP@routledges.co.za
*********
OSALL’s End of Year Hat Party - Pictures
st

OSALL end-of-year party was held on the 31 of October
2007 at Legal Library Services in Sandton.
There was lots of fun, laughter and networking. They
were wonderful prizes for the winners from each FUN
category.

There were lots of creative and elegant hats.

Lots of fun hats….
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SANTA’S BUTTONS (makes 24)
These make a good gift from the kitchen for Christmas
giving, but are delicious at any time of the year.
150g Elite Butter
75ml (5 Tbs) sugar
1ml (¼ tsp) Moir's Vanilla Essence
310ml (1¼ cups) flour
90ml (6 Tbs) cornflower
125ml (½ cup) finely chopped pecans or walnuts)
About 30ml (2 Tbs) jam
Melt butter in a saucepan large enough to mix all the
ingredients. Remove from heat. Stir in sugar and vanilla
essence. Sift flour and cornflower in to the saucepan.
Mix until well combined. Roll in nuts and place on a
greased oven tray. Make an indentation in the centre of
each biscuit. Spoon a little jam in the centre. Bake at
160ºC for 15 to 20 minutes or until pale golden.

QUOTES FUNNIES AND MORE …….

GAZETTE & OFFICE EXPRESS
can be contacted for fast, efficient,
reliable delivery from Pretoria to your
office in Johannesburg and
surroundings.
For all your Government Gazettes.
Contact: Christa Schmidt
083 446 8 446
e-mail: christas@ince.co.za
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